
                 close to the Stars, close to the Earth…  
 

 

Cælestis fleur de vigne – the birth of an exceptional perfume 
Perfume produced by the Higher School of Perfume in Paris 

 

Cælestis is as pure and fresh as the morning dew and as complex as a Galaxy...... 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

The Higher School of Perfume in Paris has graciously produced the perfume ‘Cælestis fleur de vigne’ for 
WWF.  
 

Sustainable development is at the heart of the educational project of the school and therefore our  
participation in this project fits perfectly in the syllabus. 
 

Inspired by the green and fresh vine flower, the perfume produced is 100% natural with organically  
cultivated ingredients.  It was conceived according to ecological criteria. 
 

The perfume ingredients were graciously offered by: CRISTALCO, Caribbean Flavours & Fragrances 
(CFF) SA, CAPUA, HDDES EXTRACTS (PVT) LTD, Plantes Aromatiques du Diois, as well as Al Pa Ca Sa. 
 

The educational team involved was; Emmanuelle Giron (perfumer), José Adrian JLA Consulting (sourc-
ing), Sandra Vade (regulations), Laurianne MILLOT (packaging) with the help of the company A2PH 
(composition/making).      
 

This project was carried out within the framework of an unprecedented collaboration between a higher 
school and institutional partners. 
 
 
 
 

 
Chantal Artignan, Director, Higher School of Perfume 

http://www.ecole-parfum.com/ 
           Translation : Grazyna Lallemand 

www.caelestis-bio.com 

An airy and natural perfume inspired by the stars and 
the Earth connected to the vine. 
 

The perfume first takes off with scents of the vine 
flower and the freshness of hesperidium brought by 
the zest of Bergamot and Orange, with the green  
effect produced by the ingredient of the vine leaf. 
 

The vine flower is ephemeral. It flowers only for a 
few days in June and announces the harvest 110 days 
later.  
 

The heart of the perfume expresses itself thanks to 
natural aromatic herbs and hot spices such as the 
Cardamom and the Nutmeg which are enhanced by 
the vivacity of Rosemary leaves and Coriander seeds. 
 

 Roses are often planted near the vines to reveal their state of health, and 
it is this flower which brings its floral facet to this olfactory nectar.  The 
essential oil of the Bulgarian Rose takes all its magnitude in this  
‘blending’ and distills its velvety richness to compose this perfume. 

Emmanuelle Giron, Perfumer-Teacher-Editor ‘Les Mots du Parfum’ 
https://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/LesMotsDuParfum 

 

The Higher School of Perfume in Paris is the only institution which trains in 5 
years future professionals of the perfume industry across the entire value chain 
of the sector: from the raw materials to the production, from the marketing to 
the sales and distribution. 
 

http://www.ecole-parfum.com/
http://www.caelestis-bio.com/
https://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/LesMotsDuParfum

